Create the perfect engagement photo and capture their first reaction when you bend down on one knee allowing the photographer to capture the shot of a lifetime. Be sure to make the PhotoPass Cast Member aware of your romantic intentions so that they can be ready to snap the picture-perfect moment.

Listen to the songs of Snow White echoing from the magical wishing well in this tranquil setting at Disneyland Park—while you tell your true love your one wish for a happily ever after.

Let the sketch artists at Disneyland Park help you create a special and unique proposal. Be sure to enlist the artist’s help in advance by calling (714) 991-1527.

Before you start your new life together, escape to an oasis of relaxation at Mandara Spa, where you can nurture and rejuvenate your mind, body and soul. Call (714) 300-7350.

Combine the magic of Disney and the art of storytelling through enchanting floral creations and exclusive in-room celebrations to enhance your engagement. Disney Floral & Gifts offers unique gifts and experiences to help celebrate your special occasion. Call (714) 781-4438.